The Role of the Concept Maps in the Development of a Pedagogical Project of a Business Course
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Abstract This article aims at describing an experience in the use of Concept Maps in a competency-based pedagogical project in a Business course of a Brazilian higher education institution. The basis for our considerations is the Course Pedagogical Project (CPP), Parecer (Official Review) 776/97 of the National Education Council (CNE) and Resolution 04/2005 of the CNE. As theoretical basis, meaningful learning was utilized in which construction of concept maps represents a methodological possibility for the student to achieve understanding about the integration and connections among distinct course subjects scheduled for each semester in a four years course. The course for construction of Concept Maps should also encourage the student to address meaning for the specific constructs of each of the curriculum components. Any implementation of a new pedagogical approach, such as the competencies pedagogy, requires a change of mindset and of paradigms of different players: the course coordinator, the professor and the students. It also requires a reorganization of educational institutions that should be committed to the student’s qualification.
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1. Introduction

The Parecer 776/97 of the Brazilian National Education Council (CNE), which presents the curriculum guidelines for undergraduate courses, states that undergraduate courses must be conducted through Curriculum Guidelines and abandon the traditional perspective of knowledge and information transmission. Such courses should provide basic and solid education, preparing the students to meet the challenges of social transformation, labor market and conditions of professional practice.

Based on this Parecer, the Director of the Chamber of Professional Qualification of CFA-Conselho Federal de Administração (Federal Business Council), in Nov/Dec 2013 issue of RBA-Revista Brasileira de Administração (Brazilian Business Magazine), maintains that a professor should become a mentor or mastermind and not a mere knowledge transmitter, helping to change the role of the student from supporting to becoming the “protagonist” of the learning process.

In other words, he suggests that the model of higher education should make a transposition: from teaching to learning. Therefore, the teacher should use active learning methodologies that seek to develop the skills required by the labor market. This is in line with [2] Antunes’s position that, in the classroom, the difference in educating for competences is materialized in how information is presented, giving it a context and linking it to the student’s professional life while, seeking to build knowledge with the learn.

The flexible curriculum is discussed and defended in the work of Pereira, Mozer and Brito [26]. They studied the flexibility of the curriculum of the Business course through the professor’s beliefs. Their proposal was based on the need to pervade teaching and learning that valued competence and developed skills for professional practice, enhancing the capacity for abstract reasoning and valuing ethical behavior and civic principles. In this study the curricular flexibility is understood and viewed, as a proposal to build curriculum that does not follow the sequential and hierarchical organization of disciplines, while focusing, according to Freitas and Amorim [13], on the interdisciplinarity and the interface between theory and practice.

In a changing perspective, a new course pedagogical Project (CPP) was introduced in the Business course of a higher education Institution (HEI), located in the Metropolitan Region of São Paulo (MRSP). It incorporates in its body some didactic and pedagogical developments necessary to build competences and skills throughout the course. Concept Mapping was chosen as a learning methodology to be used in all curriculum components of the course.

2. Literature Review
Until present moment the undergraduate course has historically been based on a curriculum traditionally teacher-centered. The teacher would present knowledge while the student would passively receive the load of information and reproduces it during the exams. Evaluation consisted of written papers in mid-term and at the end of each term.

In the remodeling of the pedagogical Project in this course the teacher is viewed as mediator while the student is seen as a co-participant in constructing and negotiating knowledge. For the student, he should actively participate in the negotiation process with scientific knowledge. For the development of competences, two sets of documents were researched: National Curricular Guidelines from the National Education Council (Brasil, Resolução 04/2005) [5] and 2011 National Research from CFA [6] Federal Business Council.

It is important to stress that the need for redesigning the course arose from a social demand. Understanding that the student brings with him prospects, ambitions and different ways of conceiving his environment, which sometimes diverge from the scientific knowledge that is the subject of discussions at university. The university, as a human creation, is the official site for dissemination of scientific knowledge. In that sense scientific production appears as the suitable methodology for its presentation to the community. According to Monteiro and Pompey Junior [19], they see a concern for adapting scientific knowledge to the school context, searching for examples, languages and appropriate ways so that this knowledge acquires significance for apprentices, which indicates a tendency to didactic transposition ideas.

Over time, the social demands have imposed on to the university an opening for the recognition of other possible referrals to discussion about the established scientific knowledge. Recognizing, for example, the existence of educational, scientific and day to day work, is almost as necessary as understanding that there is not a hierarchy among these types of work. This position is supported by authors like D’Ambrosio [7, 10], Knijnik [17] and Monteiro and Pompey Junior [19], among others. In this sense, the university is understood as a place in which educational, scientific and day to day work meet and interact synergistically.

In the context we are discussing, in which there is an opening for other forms of work besides the scientific and the educational, the purposes of Liberating Education (Freire [12]) finds its niche. In the Freirean perspective, student is understood as someone that participates in the process of negotiation, which takes place in the school environment, between the school and non-school knowledge (everyday).

Given that student motivation is an important factor in academic performance, and that such motivation can be influenced by teaching methods, Muritiba et al [22], in their study with Bussines undergrad students, correlated the preference of these students by several teaching methods with their psychological profile. In that sense, it is necessary to understand what learners bring with them. Their study found that, regardless of the psychological profile, students prefer, in general, active teaching methods. The authors also found that the more extroverted the student is, greater is his preference for active methodologies. On the other hand, introverted individuals tend to not accept more passive teaching methods. It is advisable to not consider students as a uniform group, with similar characteristics, assuming that everyone receives the same content, transmitted at the same rate, regardless of the learning style in which the student is most responsive. The authors suggest diversifying teaching methods used in the classroom as an effective practice to improve teaching and learning. Thus, it is interesting the understanding of the Guiney [14] considering that many teachers are adopting new strategies to contribute with learning of the students.

In that sense, teaching practice is seen as a mediator between formal and informal knowledge. To support this statement, we have Ausubel’s considerations [1] about meaningful learning as the scenario for proposing active methodologies for teaching and learning in the pedagogical practice. In addition, it is possible to note that Ausubel’s ideas resonate with those of Novak and Canas [23] in their studies on concept maps. Hazoff Junior and Sauaia [15] conducted a comparative study with undergrads of two institutions. Participants were divided into two groups within the same institution and subjected to the same content and assessment. Each group experienced a distinct pedagogical approach: one highly teacher-centered (passive) and another highly student-centered (active). It was found that there was a statistically higher academic performance associated to the group subjected to student-centered approach, for both institutions evaluated. This result corroborates those obtained by Muritiba et al [22], in which the preference for active teaching methods can influence motivation (attitude) and performance of a significant number of students.

Our understanding of meaningful learning is related to the allocation of idiosyncratic meanings. The Concept Mapping developed by educators and students tends to reflect the meanings attached to a particular construct in question. Thus, the maps referenced by educators as a teaching resource, as well as the maps produced by students will have unique and personal components. Dolci, Bergamaschi and Vargas [11] used concept maps to show the main theories and methodologies related to the development and structuring of Systemic Thinking and their relationships from a retrospective survey from 1960 to 2010. The choice for conceptual maps was justified by their usefulness in locating and identifying relationships between theories and concepts through graphical representation, which can lead to formation of new knowledge.

We understand there are various possibilities to work with construction of concept maps. The first relates to support of education, where maps can be used to give an instruction on an activity to be performed. The second is to use concept maps to establish a connection between the knowledge of the student and the alternative resource for learning. Another possibility is to use them for development of content, ie, map is built when a particular theme or content is presented and later is revised, revisited and reworked during the lessons. A fourth possibility would be the synthesis of contents worked on that, at the end of a lesson or a course. Concept Maps can represent a schematic summary of what was discussed, on the set of important concepts of an area of knowledge. The fifth possibility is the use of Concept Maps as an sharer of
information showing the knowledge built. We understand as Tergan [27] that concept mapping is designed to be for a constructivist approach to learning. In this sense, the concept map can express an external representation of the ideas and concepts during the process of learning.

Moreover, there is also another possibility that would be the use of Concept Maps as a method of assessment and portfolio. The use of maps avoids the traditional diagnosis and retrieval of knowledge stored in memory. It represents an alternative consistent with the theory of meaningful learning assessment because it focuses on the exposure that the student does about the relationships between previous and new knowledge. Together, portfolio and maps can show development of content highlighting the possibilities of storage maps of some conceptual tools. It should express critical thinking of students who actually got knowledge on certain construct.

Students should be encouraged to reflect on their thinking process, making permanent records from the interactions among the others constructs that are presented in the educational environment. For Novak and Gowin [25] this involves negotiating with concepts, joining them and separating them permanently. The act of making and remaking the concept maps can assist this process, in a relevant way, when shared with others. Novak and Cañas [24] emphasize that a concept map is never finished. The construction of maps is not just a tool to capture, represent and store knowledge, it is an alternative to knowledge enrichment.

According Dolci et al [11] the structure of concept maps depends on the context where they are being drafted. In our view, there is no conceptual map "suitable". The educator or mediator should not, at least initially, introduce students to the conceptual map of a given construct. The ideal is propose for the student to develop a concept map for the content according to the meanings that he, educator (mediator) attributes to concepts in order to exploring the significant relationships. Similarly, he should never expect from the student the conceptual map "correct" or according with a model map. The educator should expect a conceptual map that adequately established relations between concepts, according to the particular construct and the respective particular area of knowledge.

In the process of concept mapping, the most important is to assess whether it gives evidence that student is learning the content and can express it. It is with this purpose that construction of maps must be understood. The concept maps provide information about how someone was "touched" by certain knowledge. Thus, such constructions reveal a personal way to see, feel, and react. Maps are representations of alternative perspectives among students and teachers, or between peers. If two teachers, with equal knowledge, develop a concept map for certain content, their maps will have similarities and differences. The two maps can show good understanding of content without being able to say that one is better than another, much less that one is right and another wrong. This serves as an indication as to the conceptual maps developed by the students. However, care is needed to not accept any proposition, because some constructions can suggest misunderstandings.

As argued by Moreira [20,21], in the moment the teacher presents to the student a conceptual map as being the correct map, about certain content, or when he requires from the student a correct map, he will be promoting (like many other teaching resources) a mechanical learning, not meaningful learning. Concept mapping is dynamic and is constantly changing. If the learning is significative, cognitive structure is constantly being reorganized by progressive differentiation and integrative reconciliation and, consequently, maps designed today will be different tomorrow. From this analysis, concept mapping is essentially qualitative. The teacher-mediator, instead of bothering to assign a score to the map elaborated by the student, should seek to interpret the information given by the student on the map in order to obtain evidence of meaningful learning. Oral or written explanations from the student, with respect to his map, should facilitate task of the teacher.

In the other hand, the work with Concept Maps should not allow understanding that this educational resource is little applicable, even though the idiosyncrasy that pervades its elaboration can be a important factor. By a conventional point of view, Concept Maps might not be attractive neither for educators, who prefer to stay in the comfort zone, nor for students accustomed to memorizing content to reproduce them in evaluations and exams. According to Correia, Junior Silva and Romano [5], the incorporation of Concept Maps in the routine of the classroom requires openness to uncertainty, since they allow expressing the idiosyncrasies present in the cognitive structure of the students. This feature is opposed to determinism present in multiple-choice tests, or the essay questions that have only one "right" answer. The use of MCs as an evaluation strategy imposes a revision in the relationships that the teacher and students establish in the classroom. According to Koc [18], concept maps have been used in various ways including to evaluate learners performance.

Working with concept mapping for dealing with uncertainty and subjectivity, there are some opportunities so that the dialogue and interactions among peers, such as student and student or student and teacher, can be established in the educational environment.

3. Research Methodology

As regards the definition of the type of research it is possible to say that is the descriptive method, because it seeks to describe and report one experience in the use of Concept Maps in the pedagogical project of a Business Course, driven to develop student’s competences and skills. To complement the study internal and external documents such as: the CPP of the course, the Parecer 776/97 of the National Education Council (CNE) [4], the CNE 04/2005 [3] Resolution and the National Research CFA / CRA [6] were analyzed.

If the guidelines defined in the CPP have as challenge to break the paradigm of the teacher as a transmitter and / or reproducer of knowledge, and also if the model proposes the transition from a model based on teaching for another based on learning, it is possible to realize that "new" methodologies are necessary for learning. Therefore, the following methods may be adopted by teachers in their classes, including: bringing together theory and practice, resolving actions, conceptual maps,
interdisciplinary and integrative work. Jennings [16] also proposes various learning methods, as case study, problem-based work, role play, group project, oral and written presentation, activity in the laboratory and conceptual map among others.

The Concept Map was chosen as one learning methodology to be used in all curriculum components of the course. The construction of concept maps as a strategic component of the new course project acts as a catalyst of the interactions among all the curricular components scheduled for each cycle. Hopefully, it is expected from the student that he, while making the construction of maps, can understand the intrinsic and extrinsic relations established between each of the curriculum components. It is worth remembering that the curriculum components naturally emerged from the analysis and definition about what skills and competencies are intended to be developed in the student. Moreover, as highlighted previously, the construction of concept maps should work with a portfolio that adds to each class, in each curricular component specifically, the knowledge that comprises its corpus. Adjustments and (re)designs that are needed will be readily incorporated by the faculty of this course.

4. Analysis and Discussion: Some Possibilities

Novak and Cañas [24] noticed the inclusion of concept maps in several Science textbooks as a way to summarize the knowledge acquired by students after studying a unit or chapter. This inclusion favors the perception of the relationship between each part and the whole of the content discussed.

In the new PPC, teachers encouraged the students to make use of the conceptual mapping in class. Figure 1 displays the application example of the conceptual map of the curricular component called Foundations of Macroeconomics.

Figure 1. Conceptual Map of the curricular component Fundamentals of Macroeconomics

From these maps, students should still relate the crucial elements of each curricular component and agglutinate them in the map of the Integrative Curricular Component (there is one Integrative Curricular Component for each course cycle). This procedure aims to create links between the contents of the Integrative Curricular Component in an interdisciplinary way simulating an organizational setting. The goal is to express to the students the idea of a significant interconnection between different curriculum components. Thus, they can perform a consistent relationship between reflection and content. Furthermore, it is expected that they understand the interrelationship between the main basics of management science. About the Integrative Component, it is necessary to mention that it fulfills the role of agglutinating knowledge presented and discussed in the other components of its cycle, so that all the knowledge makes sense to the student. This desmifies the common understanding that the components are disciplines in the format of isolated "knowledges". To ensure this happens effectively, the use of concept maps was introduced as a learning tool.

Figure 2 displays an example of integration of the curricular component Foundations of Macroeconomics with the integrative component of the corresponding cycle, called Fundamentals of Management. The next challenge is related to assess the conceptual map. To do so, we understand that in the evaluation, the idea should be to get the information about how the student structures, ranks, differentiates and integrates the most important concepts of a particular curricular component [18]. The teacher will evaluate the development of the conceptual map in his component through a graduation note for each proposed indicator or criteria (see Table 1 below). Five assessment indicators and four forms of graduation were chosen.

This evaluation method is similar to that one proposed by Jennings [16] in which he used six criteria - length, interconnectivity, connecting elements (links), efficiency of links, layout and development over time - and, four scoring - unacceptable, acceptable, good and exemplary.
5. Conclusion

This article does not intend to offer a comprehensive analysis on the use of concept maps in a Business course. Nor it intends to define a model to be followed or adopted by other Higher Education Institutions. This article aims to describe the experience in the use of Concept Maps in a Business Course. Efforts to innovate teaching practices in such course has propelled this HEI and its faculty to seek for alternatives that include the elaboration of this entire new curriculum and its CPP. We understand that it is a continuous process that is built as challenges present themselves. This project is bold for demanding change in the paradigm as well as because there are very few similar experiences in Brazil, notably concerning the Business course.

Finally, the construction of concept maps should also encourage the student to learn in a significative way the specific constructs of each curriculum component. Any implementation of a new pedagogical approach such as the competencies pedagogy requires from all actors involved a change in the way of thinking and a break with paradigms.
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